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Abstract
The traditional freeze-casting route for processing graphene-based aerogels is generally restricted
to aqueously dispersed flakes of graphene oxide (GO) and post-processing reduction treatments,
which brings restrictions to the aerogels electrical properties. In this work, we report a versatile
aqueous processing route that uses the ability of GO todisperse graphene nanoplatelets (GNP) to
produce rGO-GNP lamellar aerogels via unidirectional freeze-casting. In order to optimise the
properties of the aerogel, GO-GNP dispersions were partially reduced by L-ascorbic acid prior to
freeze-casting to tune the carbon and oxygen (C/O) ratio. The aerogels were then heat treated
after casting to fully reduce the GO. The chemical reduction time was found to control the
microstructure of the resulting aeorgels and thus to tune their electrical and mechanical
properties. An rGO-GNP lamellar aerogel with density of 20.8±0.8 mg cm−3 reducing using a
reduction of 60 min achieved an electrical conductivity of 42.3 S m−1. On the other hand, an
optimal reduction time of 35 min led to an aerogel with compressive modulus of 0.51
±0.06 MPa at a density of 23.2±0.7 mg cm−3, revealing a compromise between the tuning of
electrical and mechanical properties. We show the present processing route can also be easily
applied to produce lamellar aerogels on other graphene-based materials such as
electrochemically exfoliated graphene.

Supplementary material for this article is available online

Keywords: graphene, graphene aerogel, graphene nanoplatelets, freeze-casting, properties,
morphology

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

The outstanding properties of graphene, including its high
mechanical strength, high electrical conductivity, low density,
and high surface area, grant it potential in a variety of
application in composites, nano-electronics, energy storage,
sensors, catalyst, and biomedicine [1–3]. A key challenge in
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realizing these applications is translating those promising
properties from the nanoscale to bulk materials. One possible
solution is the assembly of the 2D materials into aerogels and
foams [4–7]. Indeed, graphene-based aerogels have shown
excellent properties, such as high electrical conductivity
(∼10 S cm−1), thermal resistance and insulation (0.014 W
m−1·K−1), and fluid adsorption capacity [4, 8].

Generally, graphene oxide (GO) is the prefered precursor
to produce such aerogels due to the aqueous preparation
routes used [7, 9–11]. The fabrication of 3D nanoporous
structures using GO has been achieved by various methods
including freeze-gelation (freeze-casting) [12], chemical
reduction [13], and hydrothermal processing [9]. Among all
methods, freeze-casting is one of the most popular for
obtaining porous 3D structure because it allows the formation
of an anisotropic microstructure with controllable and uni-
form macropores [4, 14]. Water is normally preferable for
freeze-casting processing due to its cost effectiveness and
environmental friendliness. When Yin et al. [15] first
assembled a GO 3D structure via freeze-casting method, they
have found the produced aerogel to have very promising
specific capacitance, around 110 F g−1, confirming its
potential in supercapacitor devices. Similarly, Qiu et al [16]
combined GO with freeze-casting technique to create 3D rGO
structures with great elastic properties, being capable of fully
recovering from compressive loading even after an 80%
compressive strain. More recently, Wang et al [17] developed
mechanically strong, super elastic rGO aerogel by using
bidirectional freeze-casting method. Several parameters, such
as flake size, concentration, cooling rate, and mould shape
have been found to influence the final microstructure and
properties of the formed aerogels [18–20]. Moreover, the
GO’s carbon to oxygen (C/O) ratio during the freeze-casting
can also influence such microstructure [16]. Consequently,
despite freeze-casting of GO water suspension being a

convenient and scalable method, extra defects are generally
introduced to the materials surface, both during processing
and post-reduction-treatment, and severely hinder the prop-
erties of interest. On the other hand, non-functionalised gra-
phene-based materials, such as pristine graphene and
graphene nanoplatelets (GNP), cannot easily be stabilised in
suspensions due to their poor dispersability in both aqueous
and organic solvents. Several approaches have been studied
for the production of stable aqueous suspension of graphene
[21–23]. Chemical functionalisation of graphene with highly
concentrated acid is a widely used technique to increase the
dispersibility [24, 25]. However, the modification via che-
mical route can disrupt the electronic paths in graphene and
deteriorate the electrical and other quantum effect properties
of the stuctures [25]. To address this issue, some studies have
adopted a non-covalent approach by using surfactant,
including charged and uncharged polymers for dispering
graphene materials [26, 27], though the stabilizing effect is
still limted. Recently, Kazi et al [28] has reported that GNP
can be dispersed in a GO water suspension over a wide range
of pH values. Thus, it would be very useful to combine this
approach with freeze casting to create high quality graphene-
based aerogels.

In this work, we developed a route of binder-free freeze-
cast graphene-based aerogels with tunable C/O ratios
(figure 1). The route is based on the use of GO as a multi-
purpose colloid that enables the aqueous dispersion of GNP at
concentrations as high as 80 wt% (at 4:1 GNP:GO ratios),
aids in the formation of the 3D network contribute to the final
aerogel properties. The resulting suspension was later pro-
cessed by unidirectional freeze- casting, freeze-drying, and
thermal reduction to obtain a light-weight 3D structure.

Initially we studied the dispersions and role of the chemical
reduction time on the oxygen contents of the aerogels, by
Raman spectroscopy and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. The

Figure 1. Schematic of the processing route towards rGO-GNP lamellar aerogels. (First row: schematic of processing route for rGO-GNP
lamellar aerogels. Second row: Details of processing from fronzen structure to rGO-GNP lamellar aerogel). From left to right: GNP are
incorporated into GO aqueous suspensions via shear mixing; the GO-GNP suspensions are partially reduced with L-ascorbic acid at 50 °C for
different times t; these are subsequently freeze casted and dried to form lamellae structures templated by the ice crystals after a freeze drying
step; the aerogels are subjected to a final thermal treatment at 300 °C and 800 °C in Ar.
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GO-GNP suspension stability was characterized via zeta
potential before and after the partial chemical reduction process.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials

The reagents used were L-ascorbic acid (Sigma-Aldrich,
L-ascorbic acid 99%), graphite flakes (grade 2369, Graphexel
Ltd, UK), sodium nitrate (Sigma-Aldrich, ACS reagent
�99.0%), potassium permanganate (KMnO4, Sigma-Aldrich,
ACS reagent �99.0%), sulfuric acid (ACROS Organics 96%
solution in water, extra pure) and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2,
Scientific Laboratory Supplies, 35% solution in water,). The
GNP (M-25, XGScience, USA) had a flake size of 10.7±3.7
μm (figure S1 (available online at stacks.iop.org/NANO/32/
205601/mmedia)) and thickness of ∼45 nm (figure S2).

2.2. Synthesis of graphene oxide

GO flakes were produced using a modified Hummers’ method
[29]. Firstly, 3.8 g of sodium nitrate was dissolved in 169 ml
of sulfuric acid and stirred constantly for 10 min in an ice
bath. 5 g of graphite flakes was then added and stirred for a
further 10 min. Finally, 22.5 g of KMnO4 was gradually
added to the mixture over 30 min. The mixture was allowed to
warm to room temperature and then continuously stirred for 4
d to consume the KMnO

4
, as evidenced by the diminished

green colour. After the first day, 152 ml sulfuric was added
every 24 h for the remaining 3 d. After 4 d, the viscous
oxidized mixture was slowly dispersed in a solution of water
(983.4 ml), H

2
O

2
(8 ml) and sulfuric acid (9 ml) in an ice bath.

The mixture became light-yellow and was continuously stir-
red for 2 h after the initial effervescence stopped. The product
was centrifuged at 8000 rpm for 30 min to separate the GO
from the acid solution. The GO precipitate was repeatedly
washed and centrifuged with the acidic solution (983.4 ml of
water, 8 ml of H

2
O

2
, and 9 ml of sulfuric acid) 7 times, and

subsequently washed with deionised water until the pH of the
supernatant was about 5 (after 15 washing cycles). The
resulting dark brown–orange viscous GO sol (∼10 mg ml−1)
was diluted down to 5 mg ml−1 using deionised water for
further application. The resulting GO had a flake size of
7.8±3.1 μm (figure S1) and thickness of ∼2.6 nm
(figure S2).

2.3. Production of the rGO-GNP aerogels

GNP powder was added to 10 ml of the GO suspension (5 mg
ml−1) at GNP:GO weight ratios of 4:1 and homogenised in an
ice bath (IKA T25 digital Ultra Turrax) at 15 000 rpm for
20 min. A black-coloured aqueous suspension with a solid
concentration of 25 mg ml−1 GO-GNP was formed. 50 mg of
L-ascorbic acid was then added to the suspension (1:1 mass
ratio of GO to L-ascorbic acid), homogenised by shear mixing
for 10 min in ice bath and then placed into a water bath at
50 °C for a given time, t min. Samples were prepared with t
from 0 to 60 min at 5 min steps to investigate the partial

reduction treatment. Then, the partially chemically reduced
GO-GNP (denoted as CRt) suspension was frozen by uni-
directional freeze-casting using a lab-built freeze caster as
described in our previous work [30] and a PTFE cylindrical
mould (20 mm diameter and 20 mm height). Freeze-casting
was conducted from 20 °C to −100 °C at a cooling rate of 5
°C min−1. The frozen samples were freeze-dried to yield
aerogels. The as-made CRt aerogels did not show any sig-
nificant electrical conductivity so they were thermally treated
at either 300 °C or 800 °C in an argon atmosphere for 40 min.

The resulting samples were labelled as CRtTR300 and
CRtTR800 where ‘t’ is the partial chemical reduction (CR)
time (min), and TR300, TR800 stand for thermal reduction
(TR) at 300 °C and 800 °C, respectively.

2.4. Characterization

The zeta potential of the particles in the GO-GNP suspensions
was investigated by a Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern Instru-
ments Ltd, Malvern, UK) using 4 mW He–Ne laser operating
at a wavelength of 633 nm with detection angle of 13°, the
pH of suspension was adjusted by 0.01 mol l−1 NaOH buffer
solution for higher pH and 0.01 mol l−1 HCl buffer solution
for lower pH. Raman spectra were collected from the aerogels
using a Renishaw System 1000 Raman Spectrometer with a
514 nm excitation laser. X-ray photoelectron spectra (XPS)
measurements were performed by a PHI Quantera SXM/AES
650 Auger Electron Spectrometer (ULVAC-PHI, Inc.)
equipped with a hemispherical electron analyzer and a scan-
ning monochromated Al Kα (hυ=1486.6 eV) x-ray source.
The microstructure of the aerogels was investigated by using
scanning electron microscopy (FEI, Quanta 250). The density
of the aerogels was determined by measuring their dimen-
sions using a digital Vernier calliper and their mass using a
balance with 0.001 mg accuracy. The mechanical properties
of the aerogels was measured using an Instron 3344L3927 in
compression mode with load speed of 0.5 mm s−1 and unload
speed of 0.05 mm s−1 due to the slow recovery rate. The
electrical impedance was measured by NumetriQ PSM1735
analyzer where the samples were coated with silver paint on
both sides in order to reduce the contact resistance.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Rheology of suspension as a function of chemical
reduction time

The as-prepared GO-GNP suspensions were found to go from
an initial liquid behaviour to gel behaviour during the 60 min
reduction with an excess of L-ascorbic acid (figure 2). Cone
and plate rheology found that the viscosity went from
0.17 Pa·s to 4.7 Pa·s after 35 min reduction (CR35), and 10.2
Pa·s after 60 min (CR60) (figure 3(a)). This gelation was due
to the enhanced π–π interactions between the GO flakes after
partial chemical reduction and the reduced hydrophlilc nature
to prevent dispersion but left enough for hydrogen briding
which caused the formation of a weekly cross-linked network
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within the suspension [31, 32] (figures 2 and 3). The pH was
monitored as a function of time upon the addition of acid to
monitor the reduction of the GO. The initial pH value of the
suspension was 3.9 (figure 3(b)) and it dropped to 2.8
immediately upon the L-ascorbic acid addition. After 40 min
the graphene oxide appeared to be fully reduced and no fur-
ther pH changes were observed. De Silva et al. suggested that
the functional groups such as carbonyl and carboxylate
groups on GO are gradually removed whilst consuming the
H+
(aq), leading to a the rise of the pH to 3.5 with reduction

time [33].
The Zeta potential of the suspension was measured to

further understand the suspension’s behaviour. It was found
CR5, CR35 and CR60 was −28±2 mV. However, the Zeta
potential has a complex dependence on both the pH and
degree of reduction. It is important, though in controlling the
formation of the hydrogel, hence these factors was explored
in more details. The as-made GO, GNP and the GO-GNP
dispersions were studied as a function of pH between 2 and 4
using a 0.01 mol l−1 buffer solution. As can be seen in
figure 3(b), the studied suspensions after chemical reduction
(from 0 to 60 min) present pH in the investigated range. At all
pHs, the GO had a considerable lower value and broader
distribution of the Zeta potential than GNP in accordance to
Salim et al’s report. [34] This difference is due to their
oxygen functional groups (hydroxyl, carboxyl, and carbonyl),

which gives high density of electrical charge per unit area
(figure 4).

The GO-GNP suspensions show a single peak that goes
from around −17.5 mV for pH 2 to −35.3 mV for pH 4,
indicating a stable colloidal suspension specially for
pH above 2 [35]. The lack of a bi-modal distribution is an
evidence that the GO and GNP have aggregated with each
other [28]. GNP have a relatively defect-free basal plane
which is hydrophobic in nature with a low surface charge
measured between −1.2 and −2.7 mV [35, 36]. However, in
the presence of GO sheets, GNP flakes can attach to them via
van der Waals and repulsive electrostatic forces [34–36]
leading to GO-GNP hybrid flakes with a zeta potential closer
to that of GO, making it stable in water.

3.2. Production of areogels

The CRt suspensions were unidirectionally freeze-cast and
freeze-dried to form free-standing aerogels with both cilind-
rical (diameter=2 cm) and rectangular (8 cm × 2 cm ×
0.8 cm) shapes as shown in figure 5. The CR0 samples show a
density of ∼33.2±2.1 mg cm−3, and after chemical and
thermal treatment, the CRtTR300 samples show lower den-
sities between ∼21 and ∼28 g cm−3 (table 1). The lower
density for CRtTR300 samples is due to removal of func-
tional groups from GO surfaces and a lower volume shrinkage

Figure 2. Digital images of GO-GNP suspensions as-prepared CR0 (a); after 35 min CR35 (b); and after 60 min CR60 (c) of chemical
reaction. Insets show magnified digital image of a droplet of the respective suspension on a 45° inclined glass slide after 60 min.

Figure 3. (a) Viscosity (shear rate at 1 S−1) and (b) as-measure pH value of GO-GNP suspensions for different chemical reduction time
(at 50 °C). The pH value of a suspension upon the addition of with no chemical reduction step is indicated with the half-filled symbol in
(b). The corresponding zeta potential values of GO-GNP suspensions at 5, 35, and 60 min of reaction is indicated in (b).
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Figure 4. Zeta potential distribution for as made of GO-GNP, GNP, and GO suspensions as function of the buffer solution pH.

Figure 5. (a) Photograph of different shape CRtTR300 aerogels produced by the developed route. (b) SEM images of the cross-section
perpendicular to the freezing direction of CR0TR300; (c) the cross-sections perpendicular to the freezing direction with higher magnification,
(d) cross-section parallel to the freezing direction. (e) SEM images of the cross-section perpendicular to the freezing direction of
CR35TR300, (f) the cross-section perpendicular to the freezing direction with higher magnification; (g) cross-section parallel to the freezing
direction. Red circles and arrows in the images indicate the freezing direction.
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due to stronger bonding formed by the partial chemical
reduction [37].

The internal structure of the network consisted of long
microscopic channels oriented parallel to the ice growth
direction and separated by thin walls that were formed by the
rearrangement of GO and GNP flakes between ice crystals
during freezing (figure 5). Althought the weight ratio of GNP
is much higher than GO (4:1), due to the large specific area
from the oxide thin flakes, the aerogels scaffold is mainly
formed by GO while thick GNP flakes are found amidst the
network (figures 5(c), (f)). The aerogels produced from the
suspensions that undergo a partial reduction step of 35 min
(figures 5(e)–(g)—CR35TR300) resulted in the formation of
more defined elongated lamellar pores that extend across
larger domain areas as compared to CR0TR300 samples
(figures 5(b)–(d)). Form the cross-sectional SEM images of
the aerogels produced with figure 5(b) and without figure 5(e)
partial reduction step, it can be see that chemical reduction
helps in the formation of more defined lamellar channels and
extend across larger areas. The freeze-casting process is
governed by complex and dynamic liquid-particle and parti-
cle-particle interactions. Other studies have previously
reported that the oxygen content is one of the factors that can
affect these interactions [16]. The degree of reduction of the
GO colloids prior to freezing, controls the surface character-
istics of the flake [31], which in turn can influence the flake-
flake interactions, promoting the network formation and/or
their rejection from the freezing front [16]. During freeze-
casting, as the ice crystals grow anisotropically, both GO and
partially reduced GO suspensions can stabilize the GNP in
water, allowing the freeze-casting technique to create homo-
geneous porous networks. As partially reduced GO sheets are
less hydrophilic and more rejected than non-reduced GO,
those are forced to align along the moving solidification front,
concentrating and squeezing at the crystal boundaries and

yielding a highly ordered layered assembly [16, 38]. As a
result, a more anisortropic structure can be obtained when
some partial chemical reduction is employed prior to pro-
cessing. However, longer chemical reduction periods, leads to
the suspensions to becomimg too thick (figures 2 and 3),
hindering the mobility of the solid phase within the suspen-
sion during freezing and strongly influencing on the final
microstructure of the aerogels [16, 39] (figure S3).

Raman spectra of rGO region of final aerogels are shown
in figure 6(a). The as-prepared GO exhibits typical features
from graphene oxide materials, for example, the G band
(∼1580 cm−1) has a similar intensity of the D band
(∼1350 cm−1) (ID/IG∼1) [40]. The D band signature is
associated with structural defects and the partially disordered
structure of graphitic domains. The intensity ratio ID/IG
decreases from ∼0.89 for CR0TR300 to ∼0.62 for
CR35TR300 and ∼0.41 for CR60TR300. The figure 6(b)
shows how the ID/IG ratio varies as function of partial che-
mical reduction time. It can be observed that the L-ascorbic
acid has a significant effect on removing functional groups,
reorganizing the structure of GO-GNP aerogels and leading to
a decrease on the ratio between D and G band intensities.
However, as pointed out previously, a too long chemical
reduction time will increases the viscosity even further,
starting to transform the suspension into a gel (figures 2 and
3), and significantly restricts the solid phase mobility, redu-
cing the anisotropy (sample CR60TR300 (figure S3)).

XPS spectroscopy was also employed to investigate
chemical structure and composition of the as-prepared GO,
GNP, and the aerogel samples. The C/O atomic ratios have
increased from 1.5 for GO to 4.2 for the CR0 mixture
(table S1) due to the additional GNP. All treated samples
show a considerable decrease of the intensity for O 1s binding
energies around 530.8 eV indicating successful reduction of
the GO (figure 6(c)). After a thermal treatment, the sample

Table 1. Summary of processing parameters, samples density and samples volume shrinkage (before and after freeze dry) for all produced
samples and XPS spectroscopy result of oxygen content and carbon/oxygen content ratio for CR0, CR5TR300, CR35TR300, CR60TR300
and CR60TR800 aerogels.

Sample

Chemical
reduction
time (min)

Thermal reduction
temperature (°C)

Thermal
reduction
time (min)

Density
(mg cm−3)

Oxygen
content (at%)

C/O
ratio

Sample
volume
shrinkage

CR0 0 0 0 33.2±2.1 40.1 4.2 9.7%
CR0TR300 0 300 40 31.3±1.1 8.5 10.8 6.5%
CR5TR300 5 300 40 27.9±0.7 5.9%
CR10TR300 10 300 40 27.3±0.6 5.3%
CR15TR300 15 300 40 27.4±1.2 5.7%
CR20TR300 20 300 40 25.3±0.9 5.2%
CR25TR300 25 300 40 25.6±0.4 6.4%
CR30TR300 30 300 40 22.4±1.3 5.6%
CR35TR300 35 300 40 23.2±0.7 6.6 14.2 5.9%
CR40TR300 40 300 40 24.3±1.3 4.3%
CR45TR300 45 300 40 22.4±0.5 6.3%
CR50TR300 50 300 40 23.6±0.7 5.9%
CR55TR300 55 300 40 22.1±0.9 5.5%
CR60TR300 60 300 40 22.3±0.6 5.7 15.8 5.7%
CR60TR800 60 800 40 20.8±0.8 3.2 30.3 7.2%
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CR0TR300 presented a C/O atomic ratio of 10.8. Mean-
while, the C/O ratio of the samples that underwent a pre-
partial chemical reduction, CR35TR300 and CR60TR300,

increased to 14.2 and 15.8, respectively. Figure S4 in the
support information shows an extract of the XPS region of C
1s binding energies (280–298 eV) where it is also possible to
see the decrease of oxygen-containing groups with the
increase of chemical reduction time.

Another property of interest of aerogels is their wett-
ability. For example, hydrophobic graphene-based aerogels
have shown promising potential as efficient oil absorbent,
self-cleaning, and anti-icing materials [41]. However, due to
the hydrophilic nature of GO, GO-based aerogels generally
show a relatively high hydrophilicity, demanding further high
temperature thermal reduction processes to tune this property.
Alternatively, figure 7 shows that the addition of GNP
resulted in the increase of WCA value from 50.6° for pure
rGO to 70.2° for rGO-GNP (both treated at only 300 °C) due
to the hydrophobic nature of the GNP. As the treatment time
for the chemical reduction is increased, the WCA increased
and reached 106.8° for CR60TR300, being the highest among
all the samples. This increase in hydrophobicity of the aero-
gels is mainly due to the reduction in oxygen containing
functional groups on GO as the result of chemical and thermal
reduction, as indicated by the XPS and the Raman results.

The compressive stress–strain curves in figure 8(a) can
be divided into three parts: linear elastic, yielding, and
recovery parts. Sample CR35TR300 reaches its yielding
region at around 7% compressive strain which is much ealier
compared to the 15% with in both samples CR60TR300 and
CR0TR300. Futerhmore, the samples CR35TR300 and
CR60TR300 show improved recoverability after experiencing
large strains compared to the non-chemically treated sample
CR0TR300 (figure 8(a)). The compressive modulus of
CRtTR300 samples (figure 8(b)) were calculated from the
stress–strain curves (figure 8(a)). The results show the com-
pressive modulus improves as the chemical reduction time of
suspensions increases up to an optimum at 35 min
(CR35TR300 samples). However, as the chemical treatment
time increased, the compressive modulus decreases down to
to 0.06±0.009 MPa for 60 min reduction time (samples
CR60TR300). It is mostly accepted that the compressive

Figure 6. (a) Raman spectroscopy patterns for CRtTR300 aerogels
with rGO region (CR0TR300, CR35TR300 and CR60TR300
aerogels) and starting GO and GNP (b) Raman spectroscopy ID/IG
ratio (Intensity ratio of D band and G band from Raman spectroscopy)
for CRtTR300 aerogels with rGO region as a function of partial
chemical reduction time; (c) XPS spectroscopy measurements were
undertaken on CR0 and CRtTR300 aerogel samples (CR0TR300,
CR35TR300 and CR60TR300 aerogels), starting GO and GNP.

Figure 7. Water contact angles for rGO (rGOTR300) and rGO-GNP
aerogels (CR0TR300, CR35TR300 and CR60TR300).
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properties and behaviour of graphene aerogel are directly
related to its density [42, 43], however, as can be seen, a
significant difference of compressive modules is found on
samples with very similar density. The high compressive
strength of CR35TR300 is due to its more organized lamellar
hierarchical structure compared to CR60TR300 which has
more disordered structures and relatively smaller pores (as
can be seen in figures 5(e)–(g) and S3). This kind of lamellar

structure usually results in high elasticity and mechanical
robustness [43, 44]. In order to elucidate the effect of the
chemical reduction on the properties of the aerogels, we
compared sample CR35TR300 with CR0TR300 (no chemical
reduction). Although ordered structures have been obtained
within aerogels with no chemical reduction, their mechanical
and electrical properties (figures 8(b) and (c)) are lower as
compared to the chemically reduced samples. The chemical
reduction step can contribute to the formation of a stronger
network of partially reduced flakes before the freeze-casting
step [45]. It has also shown to contribute to the restoring of
the sp2 network and reducing the amount of defects on GO
flake [46]. Consequently, besides the ordered lamellar archi-
tectures these effects can also contribute to the properties of
the aerogels.

The conductivity of rGO-GNP aerogels has increased
from 0.65 S m−1 with no chemical reduction(CR0TR300,
ID/IG ratio of 0.89) to 42.3 S m−1 after 60 minutes reduction
(CR60TR300, ID/IG ratio of 0.41). This behaviour can be
attributed to the restoration of sp2 carbon network facilitating
the electrons transfer within the network [47].

For graphene aerogels, several studies show that the
electrical conductivity can be related to the thermal reduction
temperature and bulk density [47–49]. Figure 9 shows a
comparison between the electrical conductivity and com-
pressive modulus obtained for the aerogels developed in this
work and data from literature (values are also summarized in
table S2 and table S3). One can observe that rGO-GNP
samples show a tunable mechanical and electrical properties
without changing the density. Furthermore, additional tests
were made by increasing the thermal reduction temperature to
800 °C, increasing GNP:GO ratio, and using electorchemical
exfoliated graphene (EEG) instead of GNP (figure S5). It is
observed that the electrical conductivity of samples increased
to 77.4 S m−1 when higher thermal reduction was employed.
Increasing the GNP content (GNP:GO mass ratio of 1:8) in
the samples considerably increases their density
(∼38.4 mg cm−3) and electrical conductivity (114.7 S m−1).
Finally, GO was also shown to be able to disperse other poor
dispersibility graphene-based materials such as EEG. Fol-
lowing the same protocol presented in this work rGO-EEG
aerogels were produced, showing greater electrical con-
ductivity (131.8 S m−1) with ∼36.8 mg cm−3 density, as can
be seen in the supplementary info (figure S5).

4. Conclusion

In this work, we developed a simple and scalable route to
fabricate rGO-GNP hybrid lamellar architectures by com-
bining partial chemical reduction and unidirectional freeze-
casting followed by a final heat treatment step. GO was
shown to effectively stabilise GNP in aqueous dispersions,
allowing controlled freeze-casting of the hybrid system. The
partial chemical reduction was used to control flow properties
and flake-flake interactions and the freeze-casting process
created the highly anisotropic structures. The partial chemical
reduction time is shown to impact both the electrical and

Figure 8. (a) Compressive stress–strain curves of CRtTR300
aerogels (I: linear elastic region, II: yielding region and III: recovery
region). (b) Compressive modulus and strength of CRtTR300
aerogels for different chemical reduction times. (c) Electrical
conductivities of CRtTR300 aerogels for different chemical reduc-
tion times.
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mechanical properties of the aerogels obtained. The
CR35TR300 samples (chemical reduced for 35 min) exhib-
ited the highest compressive modulus (0.51±0.06 Mpa and
strength of 0.028±0.0026 Mpa) amongst all the samples
with great recoverability after a large strain of 35%. By
adjusting the processing and formulation parameters, the
aerogels microstructure, C/O ratio, and properties can be fine
tuned for a wide range of applications. The protocol reported
in this work can also be applied to other graphene-based
materials. Electrochemical exfoliated graphene was also used
as a proof-of-concept to demonstrate the practical opportu-
nities in the development of lightweight graphene-based
lamellar architectures for functional and structural
applications.
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